
Wireless security monitors and event recorders.

Move Up to Wireless Video Security
Choose from black and white or color-no wires to install!
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2.4GHz wireless security monitor with camera
Sends and receives crisp video and one-way audio wirelessly. Installs anywhere inside
your home or business-ideal for keeping an eye on your sleeping baby or the front
door of your shop or office. Night vision infrared technology provides a bright, clear
view, even in darkened rooms. Expandable-add up to 3 additional wireless cameras
as your needs grow. Transmits up to 300 feet within line of sight. Portable and easy to
install-just plug it in. 2.4GHz signal avoids the crowded 900MHz band interference.
Four channels allow up to four cameras with picture sequencing. 5'h" B&W monitor
(with audio/video outputs and headphone jack). 1h" B&W CMOS camera (with focus
knob, 180° directional antenna). Includes two AC adapters. 49-2530 199.99
Extra wireless camera for above. 49-2531 99.99
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Professional time-lapse recorder
SL -700. Records up to 36 hours time-lapse video, or 24 hours real-time video (with
audio) with one standard VHS tape! Terminals on the back of the VCR connect to any
switch (door contacts, PIR, alarm panel output, etc.) to activate alarm recording for
unattended use. Programmable daily or weekly timer recording. Time/date/:rame
counter and selectable on -screen message titler. Power loss and alarm tirre log
memory. Clock operation backup to retain time in the event of a power loss. Includes
IR remote for easy on -screen programming. Compatible with cameras, monitors and
quad -monitors. 980-0834 399.99
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Add up to 3 more cameras and
use the remote to scan 3114
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can be used outdoors

2.4GHz wireless camera with remote control
lets you easily monitor an area on your TV
Small CMOS color camera has a built-in 2.4GHz transmitter that sends signals to the
included 2.4GHz receiver. Camera includes a built-in microphone. Mount the camera
any place you want, and the whole system will allow you to send color video with
sound to any TV, VCR or computer video input within 100 feet. Works through walls,
ceilings and floors. Control when the camera is "on" with the flick of a button on a
keychain remote control. Included 2.4GHz receiver can handle up to 3 additional
cameras. You can scan through all 4 available channels with the remote. Includes
camera, receiver, wireless remote and AC adapter. 49-2535 149.99
Add an extra wireless camera for above. 49-2536 99.99

NEW Spycorder security event recorder
51611. 4 -head design for c earer, more stapie variaole-speeo viewing. When you're
away from your home or business, you can still keep an eye on things. Spycorder can
be programmed to automatically record as people move around your building, after a
door or window opens, or at a preset time every day. 10 selectable preprogrammed
recording times. Loop recording enables unattended continuous recording. 20 -
character on -screen message/title. Time/date/frame counter. 30 -day power -out backup
for time/date stamp. Maximum 8 hours record time with T-160 tape. When tape runs
out, trigger starts another recorder or an alarm. Programming via remote control.
Compatible with cameras, monitors and observation systems.980-1416 .... 299.99

RED NUMBERS
AVAILABLE ONLY THROUGH: www.radioshack.com, by special order at our stores
or at 1 -800 -THE -SHACK. For shipping and pricing information see p. 441.


